KOREA: "SMASH THOROUGHLY" THE UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION

Radio Moscow continues to maintain almost complete silence on Korean affairs. The only monitored references are TASS reports of "partisan activities in Southern Korea" and of the departure for Moscow of the Korean delegation which will participate in the Stalin birthday celebrations.

Radio Pyongyang also continues to follow familiar patterns. It exhorts the Koreans individually and collectively to "smash thoroughly" the U.N. Commission. Its attack on the national members of the Commission reaches a climax in the 14 December broadcast which alleges that the "Indian delegate has deserted her husband and sold herself to Wall Street as a prostitute," and then goes on to identify the Indian delegate (with some apparent confusion as to sex) as "a stone-hearted fellow." Pyongyang reports, but without elaboration, the return of the two ECA men; Moscow ignores this development as it ignored the detention of the men.